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Top spots for whale-watching - Good Living
Remember the Whales tells the story of two young moles, Horace
and Titch, who make a stand against overwhelming odds to stop
a new road being built across.
What was the four-legged whale fossil discovered in Peru? Big Think
The longest study of sperm whales to date suggests they never
forget a friend.

What is a whale?
The evolutionary path of whales has been rather circuitous.
Now, researchers have identified a million-year-old fossil
belonging to a.
BBC - Earth - Sperm whales can remember their friends over
many years
Local organizations have struggled to dispose of 70 dead gray
whales that have washed up along America's West Coast. Now, a
federal.
Science Wire from the Exploratorium and Public Radio
International
If an adult gray whale of either sex is attacked by a group of
killer whales their fate Remember that most of this activity
took place in the restricted areas of the .
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Q: How violent can the gray whales be? Directory of sites. The
vast majority of toothed whales are either dolphins or
porpoises that rarely exceed 14 or so feet in length.
ElaineLies.Allrightsreserved. SA whale Remember The Whales
starts in May and finishes in October, with frequent sightings
of these giants of the deep occurring between June and
September. Minke and Fin whales are good examples of this as
they have baleen plates that rarely exceed 3 feet in length
and number between and on average.
AnewstudybyUniversityofQueenslandresearchersiscallingoldideasabou
whales are all essentially filter feeders but their feeding
techniques vary; the humpback and blue whale are gulpers —
they open their mouths wide and gulp enormous mouthfuls of
seawater, their prey gets caught amongst the baleen plates as
the seawater is pushed back out through. The smooth, rubbery
skin, the lack of hair, and no ears sticking out also
contribute to the sleek body designed for Remember The Whales
in the water.
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